This is a selection of the most important video games realized by Italian game development studios members of IIDEA,
released from January to April 2020.

What if all the protagonists of books lost their memory? Venture into
their world and beat the hell out of historical and literary characters
you studied in school! Bookbound Brigade is a new take on the
established Metroidvania genre where classic stories and well-known
characters get the video game treatment and where the player gets to
lead a colorful bunch of real and fictional heroes in a quest to battle
overwhelming hordes of monsters and bring order back to the literary
world. Explore, fight, backtrack, grow your skills and tackle
challenging quests and puzzles. Expect to meet some familiar and less
familiar faces, as all the characters are drawn from the pages of
history and literature. Enjoy distinctive hand-drawn visuals, inspired
by book illustration from all time.
RELEASE
30 January 2020

PLATFORMS

DEVELOPER
Digital Tales

PUBLISHER
Intragames

OFFICIAL WEBSITES
www.bookbound-brigade.com
www.dtales.it

TRAILER

Secret Oops! is an innovative co-op local multiplayer Augmented
Reality game where players try to make sure that the world's dumbest
spy isn't detected. When a new threat arises and briefcases start to
disappear all over the world, the S.P.Y. Agency, the only agency in the
world run by robotic pigeons, sends its best agent to investigate:
Special Agent Charles. Charles is the best spy in the world but... he’s
also as dumb as a rock. Security cameras? Deadly traps? Dangerous
robot-guards? Charles will happily trigger them all. Luckily you and
your friends are here, ready to help him! You’ll be able to interact with
the world remotely and disable the security systems, helping Charles
to accomplish his mission. You’ll need careful planning and perfect
coordination between all the players to succeed!
RELEASE
31 January 2020

PLATFORMS

DEVELOPER
MixedBag

PUBLISHER
MixedBag

OFFICIAL WEBSITES
www.secretoops.com
www.mixedbag.it

TRAILER

The only Official Monster Energy AMA Supercross Championship
video game is back. Relive the 2019 Supercross season with 100 riders
of both 450SX and 250SX categories, 15 official stadiums and tracks
and for the first time in the series you'll be able to join the official
teams in the career mode. Enjoy an amazing co-op experience with
your friends in the new compound. Have fun with an improved
multiplayer experience thanks to the new dedicated servers and play
as a Race Director. Create and share an infinite number of tracks with
the track editor. Race as a female rider to become the next Supercross
champion. New ground and in-air physics, new rider models and new
animations will give you a more immersive experience to enjoy the
Supercross world at its best!
RELEASE
4 February 2020

PLATFORMS

DEVELOPER
Milestone

PUBLISHER
Milestone

OFFICIAL WEBSITES
www.supercrossthegame.com
www.milestone.it

TRAILER

1993, Lewis & Clark County, Montana, US. Ten years ago, teenager
Nicole and her mother left the family hotel after discovering her father
Leonard's affair with, and pregnancy of Rachel, a girl her own age who
eventually committed suicide. Now that both of her parents have
passed, Nicole hopes to fulfill her mother’s last will to sell the hotel
and make amends to Rachel's relatives. She returns to the hotel, but
as the weather unexpectedly turns for the worst Nicole has no way to
leave the large mountain lodge and finds support in Irving, a young
FEMA agent, using one of the first radio telephones ever built. With
his help, Nicole starts to investigate a mystery far deeper than what
people in the valley thought. A story of love and death, where
melancholy and nostalgia melt into a thrilling ghost tale.
RELEASE
19 February 2020

PLATFORMS
COMING SOON

DEVELOPER
One O One Games

PUBLISHER
Daedalic Entertainment

OFFICIAL WEBSITES
www.tsorf.games
www.oneoonegames.com

TRAILER

Syder Reloaded is a shoot 'em up inspired by side-scrolling
European classics from the late 1980s and early 1990s. The game
features 8 different playable ships, 6-level campaign mode, and 2
different survival levels. 20 retro graphic filters inspired by C64, ZX
Spectrum, Amiga HAM and EGA, and an Amiga-style soundtrack, give
the whole game a full retro vibe. Designed as an uncompromised oldschool experience, Syder Reloaded is a furious and challenging action
game that will bring you back in time, when games were all about
skill, perseverance and madly swearing at your computer. Syder
Reloaded is the enhanced version of Syder Arcade. Still loyal to its
roots, Syder Reloaded features an improved arsenal of weapons,
revamped visuals, re-designed levels, and a new scoring system.
RELEASE
13 March 2020

PLATFORMS

DEVELOPER
Studio Evil

PUBLISHER
Studio Evil

OFFICIAL WEBSITES
www.syderreloaded.com
www.studioevil.com

TRAILER

With MotoGP20, experience all the thrills of the more-completethan-ever Managerial Career mode and decide whether to join a 2020
season team and race together with the official riders or join a totally
brand new team. Discover more realistic physics, improved graphics,
new 3D models of riders and face scans of official MotoGP team
managers, plus new animations. Learn to manage gasoline and tyre
consumption. Customize your bike and your suit! Find the best
combination of sponsor and livery, and choose colors and materials.
Coordinate everything to win in style. Compete with legendary riders.
New historic content and a new gaming mode await you to let you
relive MotoGP history.

RELEASE
23 April 2020

PLATFORMS

DEVELOPER
Milestone

PUBLISHER
Milestone

OFFICIAL WEBSITES
www.motogpvideogame.com
www.milestone.it

TRAILER

Daymare: 1998 is a third-person survival horror with hardcore
survival mechanics and hard to kill enemies. It requires a strategical
approach to combat and puzzles and offers a multi-character point of
view on the story, revealing a deep and obscure lore. Fans of the iconic
cinematographic brands and classical gloomy survival horror games of
the ‘90s will be thrilled, seeing how Daymare: 1998 recreates the
atmosphere of the most beloved works from the end of the
millennium and places a typical yet fresh story in the middle of it. The
plot unfolds through the eyes of various characters, putting players in
the shoes of different personalities that will guide them through their
theories and doubts about the situation.

RELEASE
28 April 2020

PLATFORMS

DEVELOPER
Invader Studios

PUBLISHER
Destructive Creations
DMM Games
All in! Games

OFFICIAL WEBSITES
www.daymarethegame.com
www.invaderstudiosofficial.com

TRAILER
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